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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper addresses the applications of different techniques for solving container terminals problems. We 
have built a simulation model that can be used to analyze the performance of container terminal operations. 
The proposed approach is intended to be applied for a real case study in Alexandria Container Terminal 
(ACT) at Alexandria port.  The implementation of our approach shows that a proposed model increases the 
efficiency of Alexandria container terminal at Alexandria port. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The rising competition among ports has put considerable pressure on these ports to improve their performance. 
In most container terminals, a large portion of the container terminal turnaround time is spent on discharging and 
loading containers for a ship. In container terminals, quay cranes, yard cranes and trucks are used in different parts 
of a container terminal to transfer or transport containers from one location to another. Quay cranes handle 
containers by running at the berth to transfer containers between ships and trucks. Yard cranes are move in the 
yard to transfer containers between trucks and the container yard for container storage or retrieval. Trucks are 
highly mobile devices for transporting containers from one location to another [23].  
The flow of containers in terminal operations is presented in Figure 1. Container terminals at seaports are the 
container shipping hubs of land-sea intermodal transportation. In container terminal, different types of handling 
equipment are used to transship containers from ships to storage at yard zone and vice versa. Container terminals 
are facing a set of interrelated NP-hard problems, crane assignment, truck assignment and storage space allocation 
problems.   
In general terms, container terminal can be described as open systems of material flow with two external 
interfaces which are the quayside with loading and unloading of ships, and the landside where containers are 
loaded and unloaded on/off trucks. Containers are stored in stacks thus facilitating the decoupling of quayside and 
landside operation [13,19]. 
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Figure 1 Typical flow of containers in terminal operations (Ng, 2005) 
 
Thousand of containers are handled in a container terminal everyday by different types of material handling 
equipment. Managing activities of such high intensity level in a container terminal is a challenging task. In a 
container terminal, the allocation of resources is typically triggered by time, and all resources have to be 
considered simultaneously in the terminal’s resource allocation process. Therefore many researchers try to find or 
improve different methods to solve these problems with high quality and in less time [17].  
The operations of a container terminal are very complex which involve highly dynamic interactions between 
the units of various handling, transportation and storage. Container handling problems at container terminals are 
NP-hard, stochastic, nonlinear, and combinatorial optimization problems, thus requiring the application of 
heuristic algorithms to reach solutions [11,21,3].  Met-heuristics algorithms have been used to solve optimization 
problems, Among all of the heuristic algorithms such as : genetic Algorithm, tabu Search, and simulated 
annealing, genetic algorithms (GAs) are in wide application because of their ability to locate the optimal solution 
in the global solution space [1,7,8,9,10].  
Cordeau et al. (2007) study the Service Allocation Problem, the objective is the minimization of container 
handling operations in the yard and it is formulated as a Quadratic Assignment Problem [16]. Gamal Abd El-
Nasser et al. (2014) presents a comparative study between Meta-heuristic algorithms: Genetic Algorithm, Tabu 
Search, and Simulated Annealing for solving Quadratic Assignment Problem. The computational results show that 
genetic algorithm has a better solution quality than the other Meta-heuristic algorithms for solving Quadratic 
Assignment Problems [25]. Container handling problems at container terminal are too complex to be modeled 
analytically; discrete event simulation has been a useful tool for evaluating the performance of systems. However, 
simulation can only evaluate a given design, not providing optimization of such systems [14].   
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  Section II presents the literature review for solving container 
terminal problems. Section III presents briefly discrete event simulation. Section IV discusses the methodology 
and framework developed to evaluate the performance of container terminal including the experimental results. 
Our conclusions and future work are given in section V. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
When a ship arrives at the port, multiple quay cranes are assigned for discharging the import containers from 
ships to trucks. Trucks transport discharged containers to storage yards.  Yard Cranes are assigned for storing 
containers at storage yards for a certain period, there are different types as well as different sizes of containers; the 
type and the size of container have an effect on allocation of containers to the storage blocks. 
Simulation modeling techniques are being applied to a wide range of container terminal planning processes and 
operational analysis of container handling systems. Discrete event simulation has long been a useful tool for 
evaluating the performance of complex systems [4].  Discrete-event simulation exploited to support container 
terminal decisions in a complex and stochastic environment. Simulation-based approaches have been widely used 
to model various planning problems arising in container terminals [15].  
Jinxin et al.(2008) considered the problem of scheduling of trucks in a container terminal to minimize 
makespan. An integer programming model for truck scheduling and storage allocation problem is formulated. The 
problem was solved with a genetic algorithm [12].  Huang et al. (2008) presents a simulation model that can be 
used to simulate the container terminal operations for the purpose of terminal design, capacity planning and 
operations planning, it was found to be effective in replicating real-world operations as well as in evaluating the 
handling capacities [22]. 
K.L. Mak and D. Sun (2009) presents a new hybrid optimization algorithm combining the techniques of 
genetic algorithm and tabu search method to solve  the problem of scheduling yard cranes to perform a given set 
of loading and unloading jobs in a yard zone [5].   Mohammad. B. et al. (2009) solved an extended Storage Space 
Allocation Problem (SSAP) in a container terminal by GA. The objective of the SSAP developed is to minimize 
the time of storage and retrieval time of containers [20].  Zeng and Yang (2009) presents a framework of 
simulation optimization. A simulation optimization model for scheduling loading operations in container terminals 
is developed to find good container loading sequences which are improved by a genetic algorithm through an 
evaluation process by simulation model to evaluate objective function of a given scheduling scheme [14].  
I. Ayachi et al. (2010) presents a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the container storage problem in the port. 
This problem is studied with different container types such as regular, open side,  tank, empty and refrigerated 
containers. The objective of this problem is to determine an optimal containers arrangement, which respects 
customers’ delivery deadlines, reduces the re-handle operations of containers and minimizes the stop time of the 
container ship [6]. 
Skinner et al. (2012) presents a modified mathematical model incorporates QC related operations. GA-based 
approach was presented to solve the job scheduling problem. The proposed approach has been fully implemented 
on a trial basis in the scheduling system and it effectively improves the performance of the container terminal [2].  
Legat et al. (2012) present queuing-based representation of the current housekeeping process in a real container 
terminal and solve it by discrete-event simulation to i) assess the efficiency of the housekeeping operations under 
unforeseen events or process disturbances and ii) estimate the related productivity and waiting phenomena which, 
in turn, affect the vessel turn-around time [17].   
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Sriphrabu (2013) proposes a developed simulation model for stacking containers in a container terminal 
through developing and applying a genetic algorithm (GA) for containers location assignment with minimized 
total lifting time and increased service efficiency of the container terminals [18].  
 
Table .1 shows the existing methods for solving container terminal problems. In this paper we have built a 
simulation model that can be used to simulate the container terminal operations and analyze the performance of 
Alexandria container terminal.  
Table .1 Existing methods for solving container terminal problems 
Ref. no. Technique Used Problem solved Weakness 
12 Integer programming Truck scheduling and storage allocation problem 
Problems 
 solved separately 
As such, they are 
unable to solve the 
container terminal 
problems as a 
whole  
5 genetic algorithm and tabu search Yard cranes scheduling 
6,20 genetic algorithm Storage Space Allocation Problem 
15 Discrete-event simulation Yard cranes 
17 Discrete-event simulation Housekeeping process 
14 Simulation based optimization scheduling loading operations 
18 Simulation based optimization stacking containers 
 
DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION 
 
Modeling is the process of producing a model; a model is a representation of the construction and working of 
some system of interest. A model is similar to but simpler than the system it represents. It enables us to study the 
impact from changes and reduce the risk that might occur in a real situation. It also allows us to measure the 
capabilities of different alternatives of the system being designed. One purpose of a model is to enable the analyst 
to predict the effect of changes to the system. On the other hand, it should not be so complex that it is impossible 
to understand and experiment with it. 
Simulation is a tool to evaluate the performance of a system, under different configurations of interest and over 
long periods of real time. In discrete event simulation the central assumption of the system changes 
instantaneously in response to certain discrete events. The simulation method alone can only provide feasible 
solutions of certain conditions of the systems but not the optimal solutions [4]. 
 
METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK 
 
The container handling process at a container terminal including the most commonly employed facilities: quay 
cranes, yard cranes, trucks and storage. The container terminal problems are known to be NP-hard and the 
computation complexity increases exponentially. When a vessel carrying containers arrives at a container terminal, 
multiple quay cranes are assigned for discharging jobs. Trucks move to the quayside to transport the unloaded 
containers to the yard side for storage.  In each yard zone, assigned yard cranes discharge containers from Trucks 
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to storage. When the discharging job finishes, the trucks, yard cranes and quay cranes are released and readied for 
assignment to their next job.  
We have built a simulation model that can be used to simulate container terminal operation. The objective of 
the model is to analyze the performance of container terminal operations for increasing throughput of container 
terminal. Computational experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of container terminal operation. 
The proposed approach is intended to be applied for a real case study in Alexandria Container Terminal (ACT) at 
Alexandria port. 
 
Model Validation and verification 
For purposes of validation of simulation model and verification of simulation flexsim program, the results of 
simulation model were compared with the actual measurement. Several statistics were used as a comparison 
between simulation output and real data: annual throughput of a berth, berth occupancy rate, ship service time and 
the total time that ship spends in port, handling units per hour per ship, average number of assigned Quay cranes, 
yard cranes utilization, storage blocks at yards, the number of ship berthing and container terminal throughput. 
 
Case Study - Alexandria Container Terminal (ACT) 
Container Terminal (CT) plan is important for allocating resources and its usage within the CT such as quay 
area, yard areas with its different usages export, import, reefers, Hazardous. The present Throughput of (ACT) at 
Alexandria port is 500000 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit) per Year. Fig. 2 shows ACT layout plan, 
demonstrates the main Alexandria container terminal operation areas at Alexandria port. 
 
Figure 2 The Layout plan of container terminal (ACT) 
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The scope of our experiment model is as follows: 
Container quay length 530 meter 
Water Depth 14   meter 
Terminal Area 163000 m
2
 
Number of Quay cranes 5 
Number of Yard Cranes 8 
Number of Trucks 25 
Heavy Top Lift Truck 15 
Empty Handler Side Spreader 8 
 
Implementation of the model was run on a Laptop with the following configurations: i3 CPU 2.4 GHZ, 4.0 GB 
RAM, Windows 7 using discrete event simulation software (Flexsim). A distinct advantage of Flexsim software 
over similar software like Arena is that it comes with flexsim CT, a library specifically designed for simulating 
container terminal operation. The model overall structure of our experiment model is presented in Figure 3, and a 
snapshot from the animation is depicted in Figure 4. 
  
 
Figure 3 Container Terminal simulation model 
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Figure 4 A snapshot from the animation 
 
We simulated this model which represents container terminal operation for one week. The container types are 
20 and 40 foot containers. The results show that a proposed model increases the efficiency of containers handling 
at Alexandria container terminal in Alexandria port form 500000 TEU per year to 730000 TEU per Year with a 
minimum use of different expensive equipment. The berth planner for one week is presented in Figure 5 shows 
that 14000 TEU can be loaded or discharged per week. The horizontal axis represents the berth and the length of 
the berth is displayed at the top of the graph. The vertical axis represents time beginning on Monday and ending 
on Sunday for each week in the schedule. 
 
 
Figure 5 Berth planner 
When a crane is working on a ship it should be busy. However, if there are not enough trucks to service the 
crane then the crane will be idle part of the time. Table 2 shows the percentage of working, net moves per hour, 
and throughput of each quay crane.  Results show that the Net Moves per Hour of Crane 5 more than other cranes 
because crane 5 was assigned for long container ships. 
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Table .2 Quay cranes Statistics 
Quay Cranes Working % Net Moves Per Hour Throughput 
Crane 1 40.3 24.8 2771 
Crane 2 38.7 25.5 2735 
Crane 3 39 24.4 2644 
Crane 4 41.1 24.8 2827 
Crane 5 38.4 32.3 3444 
Total 14421 
0
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Crane 1 Crane 2 Crane 3 Crane 4 Crane 5
 
Figure 6 Quay Cranes waiting for Trucks 
 
Figure 6 illustrates quay cranes waiting time for trucks. The X-axis represents quay cranes; The Y-axis 
represents the average waiting time of each crane for trucks. Crane 5 less waiting time than other cranes. 
 
Table 3 shows the percentage of working and net moves per hour of each RTG (Rubber Tyred Gantry crane) , 
heavy top Lift & empty handler spreader at (Import, Export, Empty, Reefers, Hazardous) Yards. Results show that 
the percentage of working of RTG cranes at import yards more than other yards because the number of containers 
at import yards more than other yards. 
Table .3 Yard Cranes Statistics 
Yard Cranes Working % Net Moves Per Hour 
Gantry Crane Export – Yard  B1 21 14.5 
Gantry Crane Export -  Yard B2 18.9 16 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard C1 30.5 21 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard C2 32.2 19.1 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard  D1 28.5 21.1 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard D2 33.4 18.5 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard  E1 29.5 21.3 
Gantry Crane Import - Yard  E2 34.7 18.4 
Heavy Top Lift & Empty Handler Spreader – (Empty, Export A, Reefers, Hazardous) Yards 21 15.5 
 
Table 4 shows the average number of containers at (Import, Export, Empty, Reefers, Hazardous) Yards. 
Results show that the number of containers at import yards more than the other yards. 
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Table 4 Yard Blocks Transactions  
Storage Blocks   Average Transactions 
Import  containers  2046 
Export containers  1040 
Empty containers  1548 
Reefer containers  543 
Hazardous containers  369 
 
 
Table 5 shows the number of containers transported by trucks. 
Table .5 Trucks Statistics 
Trucks Throughput 
Terminal Tractors 14421  
 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have built a simulation model that can be used to simulate the container terminal operations 
and analyze the performance of Alexandria Container terminal depends upon Quay cranes, Yard Cranes, Trucks, 
and Yard Blocks. The objective of the model is to analyze the performance of container terminal operations for 
improving the efficiency of Alexandria container terminal. Computational experiments were conducted to analyze 
the performance of container terminal operation. In case of ACT, the average container handling per year equals to 
500000 TEU per year. However, the Obtained solution value equal to 730000 TEU per Year which is better 
throughput. This means that the model resulted in a better equipment utilization and storage space allocation than 
the methods that ACT planners use.  
In the future, analytical and empirical evaluations will be done for solving container handling problems; crane 
assignment, truck assignment and storage space allocation problems using simulation based optimization 
technique and develop a computational framework for enhancing the computational efficiency of the proposed 
solution technique. 
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